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SLJMARY

This report describes additional wrk in an investigation to
determine the effects of preheating and postheating on the quality
and the strength of spot welds in alminum alloys. El this study
all weMing was performed with an alternating-current machine,
using a program timer to sequence the preheat and wld, or the
weld and postheat, cycles.

The results of this work showed that in alternating-current
spot welding of aluminum alloys the wld time is very important with
regard to the quality of welds produced. For a given weld size, too
short a weld time, in conjmction with a low electrode force, resulted
in the occurrence of internal craclw In the WAIS. Exmasing the weld
time eldmHnated these cracks, although it had relatively little effect
on the weld size, provided the current remained constant. The minimum
weld time required far the complete elimination of internal cracks is
a function of the weld size.

With properly prepared surfaces, preheating produced some improvement
in weld quality ~en the preheat current was sufficiently high in ma@ituie
and of long duration. The employment of intermediate values of preheat
current, howwm?, was defi.nitelydangerous. This is helleved to be due b
a lowering of the sheet-to-sheet resistance which rendered the welding
current ineffective in producing welds of adequate size. High values of
preheat current tended to el_im3nateexpulsion and surface flashing umal.ly
associated with spot-welding untreated Alclad 24S+C.

Postheat~. of spot welds in O.OhO-inchAlclad 24S3! had no effect
m the weld strength or qtity, unless the qitude of the postheating
current was at least equal to that of the welding cument. The passage
of high values of postheat current for a long period of time improved
boti the strength and the quality of the welds, in cases in which the
w31ds exhibited internal.cracking without the application of postheating.
This improvement in weld strengtlhand quality, however, was no Seater
than that which could be effected by increasing the wLd time and the
weMing current.
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INTRODUCTION

The present report describes the results of the continuation of an
investi@kion to determine the effects of preheating and postheating on
the quality of spot weldlsin aluminum alloys.

The investigation was perfommd with a conventional alterneting-
current spot welder using a ‘l!hyratroncontrol panel aid a program
timer~ A brief study of the postheating of spot wel~ Zn O.O~tO-inch
A.lclad24SW was made with this equipment in the previous investigation ‘“
(reference 1). The purpose of the present work was to provide additional
lumwledge of the effects of postheating on the quality of spot-welds in
Alclad 24EW and also to determine the effects of p?eheatin~ on the weld-
ability of this material.

Previous work with regard to the postheating of!spot welds had
shown that the passage of current following welding had no effect-on the
strength orthe quality of the welds unless the magnitude of the current
was sufficiently high to cause remelting ti”t%e weld..mne “(reference1).
When the current for postheating was high enough and of sufficient duration ‘-
to cause remelting, the shear strength of the welds increased. This
increase in strengtih,however, was not accompanied by an increase in the
percenta~e of cracked wdds. The present work was undertaken to broaden
this observation and to compare the quality of postheated welds with those
made without postheating.
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It is lmown that the surface condition of aluminum ELLoys prior
to spot welding greatly influences the spot weldahility of these materials.
With this fimtnd, aqother objective of this investi~tion was to determine
the effects of preheating qmn the weldability of Alcl.ad24S~ alloy and
upcm the quality of the welds prcduced, both when the material.had been
treated in the normal manner and *en it was untreated prior to welding.

This work was ccmductedat the Rensselaer Pol@echnic Institute
under the sponsorship and with the fb,ancial assistance of the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.

EQIm?MENT

This investigation
ampere, press-t~e spot
A-125 TMratron control

was perfommd with a Thomson=ibb, 200-kilovolt-
welder using a combination of a Oeneral Electric
mnel, an F-149 sequence t~-r, and.aiiF-121 ‘

tempOr c&&ol. The pow& supply to the m-lding machine was obtained
froma Sm-kilmolt-mqpere, single-phase generator driven by a @OO-volt, .—

three-phase synchronous motor.

.
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For preheattig, the current ~rogram w
magnitude and the time of preheat current an
between the end of preheating and welding (4
elapsed time for the program were set on the

obtained by first setting the
the A-1.2~panel. The the
cycles min.) and the total
)?-lkqseauence timer. The

time and the magnitude of the welding cuz??entwere set on the F-121 temper
control. An autcmatic current compensator which is normally used with
this equipment was disconnected for these tests since the short welding
times employed did not perrdt the compensator to act consistently.

The current pro~am for posthmting was obtained by first setting
the magnitude and the time of weldlng current on the A-X25 panel. The
F-149 sequence panel performed the same function as in preheating -
namely, to control the interval between welUng and postheatjng and the
total elapsed time for the program. The F-221 temper control was used
to obtain the proper magnitude and th of flow of postheating current.
With this equi~ent the mdmum tirm available for preheating was 30 cycles
and for postheati.ng,90 cycles. —

~ order to obtain welds with effectively no preheating, It was
necessary to set the controls on the A-X25 panel at the lowest possible
phase setting and for 1 cycle of time. This condition arose fram the
impossibility of operating tileother contiol equipment without operating
the A-X25 panel. The procedure which was adopted eliminated the necessity
for relying on a calibration of the phase-control rheostat settings on the
A-125 and F-X21 panels as a function of welding current. Such would have
been required if 3% had been considered essential to obtain welds with
absolutely no preheating. yet with erectly the same welding current as that
used for the ~lds in the preheat series. A calibration of this eort wuld
have been sometiat unreliable since experience showed that, from day to day,
different welding currents were obtained at the sane rheostat settings.

The foregoing situation did not arise with postheattig since it was
possible to operate the A-125 panel independently of the temper end
sequence controls. Therefme, welds with no postheat could be obtained
merely by making the temper and sequence contiols inoperative.

PImcEmm AND R13sums

Preheating

EI this part of the investigation all welds were made with a constant
electrode force of 8M pounds, u@ng k-inch-radius dine-shape electrodes.
The cmrent-time program was set to give 30 cycles of preheat with 4 cycles -
off-time, followed by k cycles of welding current. Chemical treatment -or
to spot welding for the treated spectiens was performed with a solution &
hydrofluosilicic acid (3 percent by VOIUJB of concentrated acid plus
0.1 percent by weight of Nacconol NR wetting agent) followed by rinsing
M cold water and drying in air (reference 2).
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spot
The effects of preheating upon the strength and the quality of
welds in chemically treated 0.0k3-inch Alclad 24S~ are shorn in

figure 1. Each we was obtained by making a series of welds,
holding the welding current canstant and varying the yreheat current=
Curves were obtained for various values of welding current, which
pwduced welds of three differtit sizes. Figure 1 shows that the weld
strength decreased with increasing preheat current, reaching a
minimum value with a preheat current of ($5to 75 percent of the welding
cument. With fm?ther increases in preheat current the sheer strength
increased to approxinmtely the ori@nal. value m, In some cases, to a
slightly hi~er value. This analysis showa that the employment of
intermediate values of preheat current was definitely dangerous. An
explanation for this is that the preheatimg lowered thuesheet-to-
sheet resistance and rendered the wddi.ng current ineffective in
producing welds of adequate size. From the curves in figure 1 it is
apparent that with hi@ values of preheat currmt (90 percent of the
welding current) cracks in the welds were e13Mnated, and in same
cases the strength was improved. The ex@anation for this is that
probably under these conditions the hi@ values of preheating current-
were sufficient to produce a considerable portion of the total fused
zone. By virtue of the long preheat time, the low weld force was
effective in eliminating the shrinkage cracks. Then the application
of the welding current later caused.only actual remelting and”some
additional fusion. The amount of improvement in weld strength was
~eater for the mall welds than for those of titermediate size. With
the large welds (735 lb shear strength) a Peheat current resulted In
welds of lower strength than those made with k cycles of welding current
alone* This phase of the tivestigatlon led to the conclusion that; with
proper& prepsred surfaces, preheating was effective in improving weld
quality when the magnitude of the preheating current was sufficiently
hi~.

Tests were conducted to determine the effecta of preheating
untreated stock ti an effort to improve its moldability. Al-clad2kS~
sheet as received from the mill is covered tith a natural oxide film,
and the sheet-to-sheet contact resistance of this material is invariably
him and Inconsistent-:This oxide film results in the production of
welds of poor appearance and considerably reduces the electrode-tip
life. In order to improve the weldability of such material, one of
several methods of surface preparation prior to spot welding is
employed. The ob~ect of the surface preparation Is to produce a low,
consistent contact resistance.

It was considered a possibility that the pas~e of current of
insufficientmagnitude to melt the faying stiaces might render the
irdtial high, inconsistent surface resistance less effective in deter-
mining weld quamty . This was the purpose in studying the preheating
of untreated Alclad 24.s-Tmaterial.
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The strength-current characteristic presented in figure 2 shows
the results of this study This curve reveals no improvement in weld
quality frcunthe standpoint of elimination of cracks, porosity, and
exptiion until the preheat-current Mgnitude reached approximately
~ percent of the value of the welding cwrent. A preheat current of
this value was sufficient to cause same melting at the faying swfaces,
yet was not completely effective in el~ti.ng e~ulsion. It was
thought that a further increase in the magdtude of the preheating
cument would have increased the e~ulsion rather than eliminated it.
This tendency was observed in two of the welds mde with a preheat
cument tiich was &) percent of the welding current, slight surface
flashing havhg occurred durtig the passage of the preheat current.

—

These results indicated that the application of a preheating cycle
for the purpose of ~roting the spot weldability of untreated Alclad
24s% would be scmewhat critical. This condition may be explained by
the fact that the preheat current would have to be of sufficient
mgnitude to lower the Mtiel cmtact resistance in order to avoid
e~uMion during welding yet must not be so high as to cause
expulsion itself. A preheat-current magnitude ranging from70 to 75
percent of the welding cment should produce the desired results.

# Postheating

A constant electrode force of @O pounds,in conjunction with
k-fich-radius dome-shape electrodes, wae also employed for this phase
of the.investigation. The chemical metbl of surface preparation
prior to spot Waldtng was identical to that used for the studies of
~eheating.

The initial work in this study of postheating was performed with
a current-time pro~am producing a 4-cycle weld, a k-cycle off-tfme,
end a w-cycle postheat The reeults of this work are graphically
presented in figure 3- The curves show the effect of variations in
the magnitude of postheating current for four different sizes of
weld. From these curves it is apparent that the intermediate values
of postheat cwrent had erratic effects on the weld strength, in
some cases cauaing a decrease in strength end In others an increase
compared with the values obtained with no postheat. These inter-
mediate values of postiea.tcurrent also were not observed to improve
the weld quality. With postheat currents higher ~zmgnitude than
the wslding currents, improvement in weld strength and quddty was
noted in all cases. The improvement in strength was due to
remelting of the welds with the consequent production of Wger fused
zones. The great duration of the postheat current permMAed the weld
and the Surrounddngmetal to rem.i.n in a pleAic ccmdition Icing
enou@ for the &)O-pound electrode force to be effective in removing
shrinkage macks.
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Since the results of the preceding tests indicated that-the
soaking effect of the long ~ostheat hnproved.the weld quality, it was
decided to investiga+x the effects of posthea.tig spot welds mede with
a longer weld time. The current-time program was such as to produce
a 10-cycle weld, a 4-cycle off-time, and e 15-cycle postheat. The
magnitude of the welding current was 23,200 amperes, tith en electrode
force of &30 pounds, and this produced, without postheating, sound
%mlds having an average shear strengbh of 543 pounds. The application
of the postheat, varying in nmgnitude &cm 46c.oto 25,(MO amperes, did
not affect the weld quality, which was alreddy excellent because of the
longer weld time. On the basis of three welds made at each value of
postheat current, the postheating reduced the average weld strength by
10 to 15 percent. Series of 10 welds each made with and without
postheating,howver, for strength-consistencyanalysis showed an
improvement in stremgth of 4 percent due to postheating with 17,600
amperes. The coefficient of variation (reference 3) for postheated
welds was 6.2 percent as compared with a value of 7.3 percent for the
welds made without postheat. This indicates a slight improvement-in
consistency by postheating.

The results of these tests on the effects of postheating spot
welds in Alclad 24-S-Tindicate that, under certain ccmtitions, weld
qmlity and strength may be improved by the application of postheating.
This improvement is effected in cracked welds made with too short a

.

weld time by high magnitudes of postheating current of long duration
.-

tiich produce remelting and a.slow coding rate in the fused zone.
Postheating of spot welds *ich are internaUy sound as a result-of a

--—

long weld tins has little or no beneficial effect cm the strength, but
may sldghtly improve the strength consistency.

AMxrna.ting-Cut’ren%Welting without Preheat or Postheat

Since the study of postheating had demonstrated that the selection
of the weld time had a pronounced effect on the practicability of

.—

employing postheating,~n alternating-current spot welding, it was
decided to investigate this variable further. The first step was to
produce welds at various ma~tudes of cument, mtig an extremely long
weld time, that is, ~ cycles. This procedure was adopted in order to

—.

determine whether such conditions could produce results comparable with
those obtained in weltig fold.owedby high magnitudes of postheat current
for a long period of time.

The results of this wm?k are graphically present- in figure 4.
Fram the symbols on this curve it is to be noted that all the welds were
radiogya~hicall.ysound. Also, a very high value of current resulted in .
strengths equal t-othose of highest value prduced by postheating. .

These Tesults definitely indicated that weld quality could be tiqmcrved

.
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by using a longer weld time and.that it was possible to produce very
Zarge sound welds in this material even with a relatively low value of
electrode force if the weld time w8re sufficiently long. JilCreasing
the weld time is a much siqpler method of hproving weld quaLLty than
is the application of a postheat following a short-the weld.

~ an effork to obtain scme quantitative information an the effect
of the weld time on the wld quali~ for a weld of given size, tests
mre made with a constant value of welding curent (23,200 amperes) and
with weld times ranging frcm 4 to 30 cycles. With a weld time of 4 cycles
the average shear strength of the welds WE! ~ pounds, and all the
welds showed internal craclw under radio~aphic examination. With a
weld time of 5 cycles, the average sheer strength had increased to
533 PO*; yet only two out of ei~t welds showed internal cracb.
liwreasing the weld time to 10 cycles completely eliminated the internal
cracldng in uelds having an average strength of 517 pounds. Ftier
increase in the weld time, frcan10 to 30 c~cles, had no appreciable
effect on the weld strength, amd all the welds were sound.

These tests indicated that a wlil time of 10 cycles with an
electrode force of @ pounds WS sufficient to produce crack-free
welds averaging slightly greater then 500 pomds in shear strength.
The previous tests shored &at sound welds approaching ~ pounds In
shear stren@h could be produced with a weld time of 90 cycles. Such
a long ~ld t- was, without doubt, unnecessary for the eMnination
of cracks in these large welds, but the minimum value would be expected
to be somewhat greater than for smaUer welds.

The practical significance of the work on postheating with regard
to improving weld quality in alternating-current welds is that, before
attempting to use complicated equi~nt for postheating, it would be
better to investigate thoroughly, yet within reasonable limits, the
effects of both electrode force and weld time on weld quality. The
fact that there is a possibility of improving weld quality merely by
increasing the weld tine should also, in many”cases, obviate the
necessity for employing a forging pressure ~ alternating-current
spot welding ●

CONCLUSIONS

As a result of the investigation to determine the effects of
preheating and postheating otithe q-lity and the stren@h of spot welds
in aluminum alloys, the foU.owing conclusions my be drawn:

1. In alternating-current spot welding of alminum alloys the weld
time is very important with regard to the quality of weld produced.
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2. For a given weld size, too short a weld t-, in conjunction
with a low electrode force, resulted in the occurrence of Wternal
cracks in the welds. hcreasing the wsld time eliminated these cracks.
The minimum weld t3me required for camplete elimination of internal
cracks probably is a function of the weld size.

3 ● with Prweru prepared surfaces, preheating pr~uced sane
improvat in weld quality ~en the preheat curren% was sufficiently
high in =gnitude and of long duration. The employment of inter-
mediate values of preheat current was defInitely dangerous. This was
bel.levedto be d.usto a lowring of the sheet-to-sheetresistance which
rendered the welding current ineffective in prcd.ucingwelds of adequate
sfze.

4. Hfpjl values of preheat current trendedto el&minate equlsion
and surface flashing usually associated with spot-welding untreated
Alcl.ad24S-T. The application or preheating fcm improving spot weld-
ability, however, may be quite critical. TOO low a value of preheat
current may either fall to elJminate expulsion or seriously reduce the
weld strength. Too high a value of preheat current my, of itself,
cause expulsion rather than eliminate it.

.

.

5. Postheating qurrents of lower magnitude than the weldin~
current had no effect on the weld size or quality.

6. Postheating currents higher in magnitude than the welding
current end of long duration improved both weld sheer strength ati

.

quality, im cases for which the welds exhibited internal cracking
without the application of postheating.

7. The iqpmvement in weld strength and quality effected by
postheating was no greatar than that which could be brought about
merely by increasing the weld time and the wel&Lng current.

8. nom the standpoint of producing welds of excellent quality
in Alclad 24E+T, the weld -Ma is me of the most important variables
in the alternating-current spot-welding process. By exercising proper
control over this variable it was possible to produce lax’ge welds of
excellent quality in. O c040-inch A.lcMd 24SW with a relatively low
electrode force for weldlng and without the application of forging.

Welding Laboratory
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Troy, N. Y., June 25, 1946
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Figure 1.- Effects of preheating chemically treated O.040-inch
Alclad 24S-T. Electrode-dome-tip radius, 4 inches; electrode
force, 800 pounds; preheat time, 30 cycles; off-time, 4 cycles;
weld time, 4 cycles.
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Figure 2.- Effects of preheating untreated O.040-inch Alclad 24S-T.
Electrode-dome-tip radius,4 inches;electrodeforce,800 pounds;
welding current,24,100 amperes; preheat time, 30 cycles;off-
time, 4 cycles; weld time, 4 cycles.
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Figure 3.- Effects of postheat.ing chemically treated 0.040-inch
Alclad 24S-T. Electrode-dome-tipradius,4 inches;electrode
force,800 pounds;weld time,4 cycles;off-time,4 cycles;
postheattime,90 cycles.
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Figure 4.- Strength-current characteristics for alternating-current
spot welds in chemically treated O.040-inch Alclad 24S-T.
Electrode-dome-tip radius, 4 inches; electrode force, 800 pounds;
weld time, 90 cycles.


